OM NAMO NARAYANI
SRIPURAM SRI NARAYANI PEEDAM

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

===================
1. Physical contact of any kind among devotees is to be strictly avoided as bowing of hands is to be
encouraged for the purposes of extending greetings.
2. Wearing of Masks is compulsory for the Devotees at all times.
3. Use of Hand Sanitizers at the Temple Entrance is a must for all Devotees before entering the
premises.
4. Spitting is totally prohibited.
5. Devotees with no signs of any infection are to be allowed inside.
6. Devotees are to be made aware that parking of vehicles inside and outside the temple premises
should follow strict social distancing norms.
7. Use of hand Sanitizers is must at counters where foot-wears are stored and devotees must
handle the use of the footwear by themselves.
8. Touching of sacred idols is strictly prohibited.
9. Priests are advised not to touch any devotees while offering sacred ash, kumkum and holy
water. They can be given in packets while following the social distance norms and wearing of
masks is a must.
10. Use of common floor mats for devotees sitting near the main sanctum premises is to be totally
avoided. Devotees are advised and encouraged to bring their own mats or spreads with a strict
instruction that they must bring their own and carry back while leaving.

11. Use of Air conditioners of any kind are not allowed inside the temple premises. If the weather is
not conducive then it is recommended to follow by setting the AC temperature to 24-30 degree
Celsius. A relative humidity of 40-70% need to be set up and provisions for the flow of clean air
through cross ventilation are to be made available.
12. Devotees are not allowed to bring in flowers, fruits and coconuts.
13. Guest houses and dormitories are not to be allowed to function if there are only local devotees
visiting the temple.

